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Executive Summary 

When the Boston Public Library (BPL) launched a new website in 2018, we, the web services team of the 

BPL, did usability testing prior to its launch. With that initial round of testing, we choose special groups 

of users to test with, in addition to testing with the general population. One of those special groups was 

seniors (defined by the City of Boston as anyone 55 years and older). When asking for volunteers from 

the City’s Age Strong Commission, we weren’t specific with what kinds of users we needed. 

Consequently, we got several seniors who had extremely limited experience with the internet and 

websites. This resulted in poor test results of our website from this group. After these tests, we didn’t 

have time to recruit new volunteers. So, we made what changes we could from our results, and 

launched the new website. 

Our results with these seniors were concerning, so we wanted to do more extensive testing with this 

user group. We knew we needed seniors who had some familiarity with websites, and we wanted a mix 

of seniors of varying ages and internet skills. We put together a survey for seniors to ask them questions 

about their internet habits, and opinions they had of the BPL website.  We also asked them if they would 

be interested in participating in an in-person session at the library to help the BPL test its website. 

Through various methods, we dispersed the survey online and in person. We had 91 survey responses in 

total. Of those responses, 40 said they would be interested in coming to an in-person session. Of those 

40 respondents we brought in sixteen to do usability testing at the Central Library of the BPL. We 

selected these participants based on their reported internet savviness, age, and racial demographics. 

We asked seniors to bring in the device they used the most, so we could mimic how they would find this 

information at home, and find any potential roadblocks we may have otherwise missed. 

Based on the results of this study, the website is adequately meeting the needs of seniors. 93.75% of 

participants were able to complete a majority of the tasks. 68.75% of participants were able to complete 

six or more tasks out of seven total tasks. However, some of these tasks were completed with difficulty. 

Our overall findings show that that the website could use some improvements to make it more user 

friendly for seniors. The following are our recommendations for action items to improve the website for 

older adults: 

 Create a dedicated page for seniors that is separate from the Never Too Late program page, to 

allow seniors to more easily find relevant content outside of the Never Too Late group 
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 Recommend changes to BiblioCommons on the event platform to make the filter options more 

visible, and to make the language consistent to prevent confusion 

 Recommend changes to the catalog interface to clarify language on the search results to make it 

less confusing 

 Recommend to BiblioCommons explanations on card taxonomy displays to clarify where 

taxonomy links take the user 

 Update the catalog search no results found page to help users who accidentally searched our 

catalog for something that is on our website or events platform 

 Recommend to BiblioCommons to make the carets in the search dropdown menu more visible, 

so users are conscious of additional search options other than the default catalog search 

 Look into additional ways we can provide information about frequent frustrations on our 

website 

Methodology 

This section covers information about the survey we developed to recruit participants. It covers how we 

dispersed the study, and the methods used to select participants for in-person sessions. This section 

contains demographic and other related information about the participants. We also explain how we set 

up the tests, what questions we used, how we recorded our observations, and post-test questions that 

we asked.  

Outreach & Screening 

To start this project, we created a survey to ask seniors about their internet habits. We wanted to make 

sure we had plenty of data about the participants when we decided to bring them in for usability 

testing. To get their age, we asked for their year of birth. Users are more likely to respond truthfully 

when asked for their year of birth, instead of their age1. We questioned users if they had any visual 

impairments, and if they used assistive technology when using electronic devices. We asked for users to 

respond with their race (optional). We also included a matrix in the survey for participants to complete. 

Table 1 included several types of activities people might do on the internet, and asked what frequency 

they did those tasks. 

                                                           
1 Stopher, P. (2012). Collecting, Managing, and Assessing Data Using Sample Surveys. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press.p.461-2 doi:10.1017/CBO9780511977893 
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Table 1: Internet Frequency Table 

Frequency Send 

and 

receive 

email 

Read 

news 

items on 

websites 

Research 

health 

information 

such as 

conditions, 

treatments, 

or drugs on 

websites 

Buy 

products 

online 

Play 

games 

alone or 

with 

others 

on 

websites 

Pay 

bills on 

a 

website 

Never       

Once per 

month 

      

Once per 

week 

      

Daily       

Several 

times a 

day 

      

 

At the end of the survey, we included two questions. The first one asked if users wanted to enter into a 

drawing for one of five BPL gift bags. If so, they were instructed to leave their contact information. The 

second question asked if they would be willing to come in to the Central Library to help the BPL test its 
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website for a 30-45 minute session. The question also mentioned that they would be compensated with 

a gift card. If they agreed, they were asked to enter in their contact information for us. 

To reach our desired demographic, we asked our city’s Age Strong Commission to send out a link to the 

survey in their monthly newsletter. Boston’s Age Strong Commission is dedicated to enhancing the lives 

of people 55 years and older with meaningful programs, resources, and connections. We also included 

that link in a local church’s newsletter, that we had personal ties to, because a majority of the members 

are above the age of 55. In addition, we identified in-person programs for seniors at the Central Library 

and branch libraries. We asked the staff who ran the programs to have printed copies available. When 

patrons filled them out, the staff sent the completed surveys to us, and we entered them in the online 

survey, so that we could have all of the results in the same place. When entering in this data, we noted 

which surveys were completed on a physical copy. 

Once the survey deadline had passed, we looked through the responses to find those who said they 

were interested in receiving a gift bag. We removed those who did not leave any contact information. 

We then used a random picker, to pick the five recipients of the gift bag. We also compiled a list of those 

who stated they were interested in coming in person to help us test the website. We removed anyone 

who did not leave their contact information, and we removed anyone who received a gift bag because 

we thought it would be unfair for a user to get both a gift bag and a gift card.  

With the remaining list, we looked at the racial demographics, and saw that five of the respondents had 

indicated that they were people of color. Boston is approximately 44% white, with 56% residents who 

identify with a race other than white2. However, the Boston metro area population is 70% white, and 

30% people of color3. We wanted to make the racial demographics of our participants as close to what 

they are in the city and the surrounding area. We specifically reached out to those five participants first 

and invited them to come to an in-person session. Unfortunately, two of them were unable to make it 

for testing. However, another participant that we tested with, who had not indicated their race, also 

identified a person of color when they came in. So, we had a total of four participants of color, making 

up 25% of our sample. 

                                                           
2 Smith, J. (2019, February 6). Data illustrate a growing, changing city. Retrieved from 
https://www.dotnews.com/2019/data-illustrate-growing-city 
3 U.S. Census Bureau (2018). American Community Survey 1-year estimates. Retrieved from Census Reporter Profile 
page for Boston-Cambridge-Newton, MA-NH Metro Area. http://censusreporter.org/profiles/31000US14460-
boston-cambridge-newton-ma-nh-metro-area/ 
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From the remaining responses, after we had selected for race, we looked at the internet scores. These 

were based on a point value we assigned to each possible response in the matrix in the survey. The sum 

of these points values, based on their selections, was their internet score. The internet score was 

intended to quantify an individual’s proficiency with the internet. While this was an attempt to measure 

their internet experience, the scores we assigned to each value were subjective, and may not have 

accurately represented their experience. To see the values we assigned to different activity and 

frequency combinations, please review Table 3 in the Appendix section. We wanted people with varying 

levels of internet experience, so that we could see if tasks on the website were harder for people with 

limited proficiency, or if they were hard for everyone. We looked at the scores together and tried to 

make sure that we got scores that weren’t too far apart or too close together. Of the survey 

respondents that were interested, their scores ranged from 48 to 160. The average internet score 

among willing respondents was 98.1. The median score among them was 98. However, not everyone we 

contacted was available, or still interested. The scores of the actual participants ranged from 55 to 125. 

The average internet score among participants was 97, and the median internet score was 98. 

We also wanted to get a broad age selection, and see if age played a factor in the use of our website. Of 

the interested survey respondents, the ages ranged from 56 to 80 years old. The average age among the 

interested respondents was 68.25, and the median age was 69.5. While internet score was a primary 

factor in our choices, age was secondary. When choosing between participants with similar internet 

scores, we looked at their ages to select the one that would add the most diversity to our group. Since 

several people declined to participate, the age range of the participants was 56 to 78. The median age 

among participants was 69.5, and the average age was 68.5. 

Demographics 

In the survey we asked what year the respondents were born, to get more accurate results. Of course, 

without their birthdate, we did not know the exact age of the participants. However, we were relatively 

certain of their ages in late January when we began the study. We used the difference between their 

birth year and 2019, since the new year had passed. For example, if a participant said they were born in 

1948, we subtracted 1948 from 2019, we recorded their age as 71. 

 The participants spanned a range of 22 years 

 Our youngest participant was 56 years old, and the oldest participants was 78 years old 

 Four of the sixteen participants were male 
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 Four of the participants preferred to use a laptop or desktop, six preferred to use a tablet, and 

six preferred to use a cell phone for this test 

 Ten of the participants used an Apple device of some kind, while the rest used either Android or 

Windows devices 

 Four out of the sixteen participants identified as persons of color 

Participant Profiles 

In Table 2, we have listed the different data points we used for each participant. They are: age, gender, 

device type, device operating system, and internet score. 

Table 2: Participant Profiles 

Participant # Age Gender Device Type

Device 

Operating 

System

Internet 

Score

1 66 F Tablet iOS 115

2 63 F Laptop Windows 55

3 68 F Tablet iOS 105

4 78 F Laptop Mac 100

5 62 M Cell Phone Android 115

6 67 F Cell Phone iOS 90

7 75 M Cell Phone iOS 93

8 71 F Laptop Windows 96

9 68 M Cell Phone iOS 123

10 71 F Tablet iOS 95

11 56 F Cell Phone Android 68

12 71 F Tablet iOS 68

13 72 F Tablet iOS 120

14 74 M Laptop Windows 125

15 57 F Cell Phone iOS 65

16 77 F Tablet iOS 113  

 

Testing Setup, Moderation & Post-test Questions 

We had two staff members from the web services team available for testing: Dhruti Bhagat, the Web 

Services Librarian, and Scot Colford, the Online and Web Services Manager. When we invited the 

participants to come in, we asked them to bring in the device they used most frequently to access the 

internet, if possible. The reason we chose to do this instead of keeping everyone on the same device, 

was so that we could see how this demographic of users would experience our website in real life. We 
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wanted to be aware of any problems that might show up on older devices, or if there was something we 

missed with how the website looked or behaved on different sized devices. If they were not able to 

bring their device in, we had Mac/iOS and Windows/Android versions of cell phone, tablet and laptop 

devices, available for use. 

We started testing in late January and finished our testing in early March (before the COVID-19 

pandemic became a limiting factor). The tests spanned a large range in time as a result of our testing 

capacity. Due to additional responsibilities, we could not perform more than two tests a day, and no 

more than three tests a week. We also had to work around our participant’s schedules. Lastly, 

sometimes participants chose to drop out, which then prompted us to restart the search for 

replacement candidates. 

After the tester introduced themselves, at the start of each test, they familiarized the participant to the 

test by saying the following: 

This session should last between 30 – 45 minutes. We’re going to ask 

you to use your device (or a device we provided) to use our website. We 

want you to find some items, using the website. We’re interested in 

observing how you would go about finding this information, and hearing 

why you made the choices you made. I’ll provide you with a sheet with 

the information we want you to find, and I’ll read each question out 

loud before we start as well.  

To be clear, we’re not testing you, and there’s no such thing as a wrong 

answer. You will actually be helping us test ourselves to see how well 

we are serving your needs.  

I will be observing you and taking notes. This is so we can remember 

what you did later, as we look back at the results. As you navigate our 

website, please try to narrate your thoughts out loud. If at any point you 

want to move on or stop all together, you can; just let me know. At the 

end of each question, I’d like you go back to our homepage, so that 

we’re starting from the same place each time. 

After the tester said this, they asked users to share their device model and system information and 

recorded these in their notes.  
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We did not have recording software, so the testers set up next to the participants in such a way so that 

they could see the participant’s screen, and observe their actions. The testers recorded the participants’ 

actions and what they said, manually, in their notes. We gave each participant seven tasks in total, 

available in the section below.  

Each tester typed up their notes after each session, which included the participants’ actions on the 

screen, as well as any thoughts the participants voiced aloud. For each participant, the tester wrote up a 

conclusion to each question. The conclusion summarized our observances for that task. The conclusion 

contained whether the user was able to complete the task easily, with difficulty, or not at all. It also had 

any specific recommendations the tester we thought could improve the results of this task. At the end of 

all of the session summary, the tester listed all of their recommendations based on that specific test, as 

well as their responses to the post-test questions, and any additional stray observations we had. 

Test Scenarios 

1. There’s a movie you’ve been wanting to watch (Titanic), and you want to see if it is available to 

borrow tonight from your branch library. Find out if Titanic is available to borrow from your 

branch. 

 

2. The library notified you that the hold you’ve placed on the book Becoming by Michelle Obama is 

available to pick up at your location. You’re not sure how late your library is open today, and 

you are not available to pick up the book until after 5. Determine what time your branch closes 

today, to see if you can get there in time to pick up the book. 

 

3. You’re interested in fitness classes the library offers for older adults. Find a fitness class for 

seniors that you could attend.  

 

4. You learned that you can watch movies online, with your library card. Using the website, look 

for online movies to watch instantly. 

 

5. Your friend told you that you can get passes to visit museums at the library. Using the website, 

learn what museum passes you can borrow, and how you can get one. 
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6. You don’t have a library card, but you know that you can get an eCard and borrow items online 

with it. Using the website, find out how to get an eCard. 

 

7. You’re going on a trip soon, and you would like to download an eBook or audiobook for the 

plane ride. Using the website, find an eBook or audiobook available to download. 

Post-test Questions 

After each session, we asked participants a series of questions. One of the questions we asked was 

based on their survey responses.  

1. You said you use the library for [indicated on their questionnaire], how do you search for that, 

or find information on it? 

2. What kind of devices do you use? 

3. Which device do you use the most? 

4. Do you have any questions about the website or our services in general? 

5. Is there anything in the past you wish you knew about the website or the library that I could 

help you with now? 

We asked these questions to see if we could gain additional insight into the user’s internet behavior. We 

also hoped to learn more about the user’s process for discovering new items online. While this 

information was helpful for us to know, the answers we got ended up not being particularly relevant to 

this study. We do plan to use this information as the BPL thinks more about how to provide more 

effective outreach to this demographic group. 

Results 

This section of the report will cover data trends and insights gathered, as well as bugs and other general 

issues we encountered while running this test. Lastly, this section also covers an individual breakdown of 

each task. Each task breakdown includes the purpose of the task, completion rates, and an analysis of 

difficulties participants experienced while working on the task. 

Data 

 12.50% of participants were able to complete all seven tasks 

 56.25% of participants were able to complete six of seven tasks 
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 25% of participants were able to complete five out of seven tasks 

 6.25% of participants completed less than five out of seven tasks 

The above statistics show that while there were difficulties encountered, overall, the majority (93.75%) 

of participants were able to complete five or more tasks out of seven. This demonstrates that the 

website is adequately serving seniors’ needs.  

Using the data we collected, we developed a few graphs. One such graph looks at the participants’ age 

versus the total number of tasks they completed. The graphs don’t contain only whole numbers, 

because we adjusted completion scores for difficulty. A zero means that the user did not complete the 

task. A one means the user completed the task. And 0.5 meant that the user completed the task, but 

with difficulty. As you can see from Figure 1 and Figure 2, as the participant’s age increased, the number 

of tasks they were able to complete with ease decreased. 

The data shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 also excludes completion data from task three. This task was 

our most problematic, and it led to us making significant changes on the website while we were still 

running tests. After we made changes, the participants’ completion scores improved. Therefore, it is not 

a reliable indicator to include completion metrics for this task. 

 

Figure 1: Age versus Total Tasks Participants Completed, Factoring in 0.5 Difficulty Scores 
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We also looked at total completions, still excluding task three, but not factoring in the difficulty scores 

against age. This means that we only looked at whether the participants completed a task or not, 

regardless of the difficulty. We can see the results below in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Age versus Total Number of Tasks Completed 

Even when we exclude the difficulty participants experienced when factoring in completion scores, we 

see that age still has a negative correlation with the number of tasks completed. 
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Figure 3: Participants' Internet Scores Versus Number of Tasks Completed, Factoring in 0.5 
Difficulty Scores 

Figure 3 shows that there is no correlation between our assigned internet scores and the number of 

completions on this usability test. Based on these graphs, the more relevant factor to successfully 

completing the tasks is age, rather than internet experience, as determined by our internet scores. As 

mentioned earlier, the internet scores are subjective, and may not reflect their true internet ability. To 

check this, we adjusted weights assigned to the components of the internet score, and we still did not 

find an association between internet scores and task completion. 

We also analyzed the data to see whether the type of device the user used had any impact on their 

completions in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Average Number of Completions, Factoring in 0.5 Difficulty Scores by Device Type 

Figure 4 shows that the type of device the participant used also had little correlation with the 
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Figure 5: Percentage of Completions by Task 
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one, five, and six (searching the catalog for a specific item, finding museum passes, and finding eCard 
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Figure 6: Cards and Events Widget Not Displaying on Pages 

 

Figure 7: Large Tablet Display Problems with Location Pages 
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Another bug we discovered was on certain large tablets. We found that the location pages displayed in 

an unexpected manner. The facilities information overlapped over the hours, making it hard to read 

either (see Figure 7). We have also filed a ticket for this problem with BiblioCommons. 

Another issue that caused some confusion was the loading time of some pages and search results. When 

pages didn’t load at the time participants expected, they believed what they had done had not worked, 

and clicked on it many times. In some cases, this undid the work they had just done (like applying a filter 

on catalog searches). In other cases, it caused them to accidentally click on something else, which 

derailed them in their quest. While this is not something we can fix, it is worth mentioning that this can 

be a major deterrent for users who are impatient, or inexperienced with pages that have slower loading 

times. 

We also noticed some inconsistencies in the language on the site, as well as items that were confusing 

to seniors because of how they were displayed, especially on mobile devices. Some of the language 

inconsistencies we have addressed already, and other are mentioned in our recommendations to 

BiblioCommons in the Recommendations & Action Items section. 

Individual Task Breakdowns 

This section analyzes the performance of each task, and goes over some of the main problems 

participants ran into while trying to complete the task. The wording of each task is available in a 

previous section of the report, called Test Scenarios. 

We recorded information on the number of times each user tried to find the information in a new way 

(i.e. they changed paths). For example, if someone was browsing, and then decided to search, we 

counted that as two tries (one for the first attempt, and one for the second attempt). Filtering the 

results of a search was considered half of a try (0.5), because it was a modification on an existing 

attempt. Ideally, we want this number for any given task to be two or less.  

We expect the number of attempts a user makes to correlates with how difficult the task was for them. 

However, there are some instances in which that would not be the case. For example, if a user clicked 

on one navigation element, quickly realized that what they want isn’t there, and clicked on another 

navigation element and found what they wanted, that counted as two attempts. But, since the user was 

able to quickly recognize their error and find the desired information quickly, the task was not 

completed with difficulty. 
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Task One: Searching the Catalog and Looking at Item Details 

The first task tested the user’s ability to search for a specific item in the catalog and see what locations 

currently had the item available.  

 12.50% of users were not able to complete this task 

 50% of users completed the task, but had difficulty doing so 

 37.50% of users were able to complete the task without difficulty 

 The average number of attempts for this question was 2.93 

Only two people were not able to complete this task. However, half of our participants had difficulty 

completing the task. The above data breakdown on the completion for this task shows that this task is 

problematic. It reveals that this task required many people to change their original direction while trying 

to find the information. That indicates that the information in this task is not intuitive to find.  

When we looked into the difficulties on what tripped so many participants up on this question, we 

found that there was no one specific usability issue that caused this problem. We did find that several of 

the participants seemed to miss the “View details” link on the catalog results. Some of the participants 

commented that they weren’t sure what it meant. There’s also a possibility that because it was smaller 

text, it was easier for users to overlook it. However, while the “View details” concern should be 

addressed for overall improved usability (see Recommendations & Action Items section), it was not the 

sole source of the problems in this task.  

Three users tried to browse first, which would not have helped them. This task could only have been 

completed by searching the catalog. When users went to search, several of them seemed confused 

about what they should search by (title, keyword, subject, etc.). One participant assumed our catalog 

would not have movies listed in it, only books. Another participant chose to search the website instead 

of the catalog. The problem here seems to be a matter of education. It appears as though users aren’t 

really sure what our catalog is, or how searching it works, which led to confusion and errors.  

Task Two: Finding Location Hours 

The second task tested the user’s ability to find the hours for their preferred library location.  

 6.25% of users had difficulty with this task 

 100% of users were able to complete this task 

 The average number of attempts a user made on this task was 1.65 
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Unlike the previous task, only one person had difficulty completing the task. Everyone else was able 

to complete this task. The numbers above indicate that this task is an easy one to complete. The one 

user that had difficulty with this question, did so because they were unsure about what libraries 

were within our system. The library they frequented did not show up in the results, and they got 

confused. Their library is not a part of the Boston Public Library system, which is why they did not 

see it in the results.  

Task Three: Finding Targeted Events 

The third task tested the user’s ability to find a specific type of event for a specific audience. We asked 

the participants to find fitness classes for seniors at any of our locations. 

 Overall, 43.75% of users could not complete this task 

 31.25% of users completed this task, but with difficulty 

 Only 25% of users were able to complete this task without difficulty 

 The average number of attempts the participants made to complete this task was 2.59 

Although the number of attempts participants made was on average, less than task one, the completion 

rates are much lower. This task tripped up a lot of participants, and as the tests went on we made some 

tweaks to the website to improve things. The changes we made were not significant until after our 

twelfth test.  

The main difficulty our participants had with this question is that they clicked on a link under “services 

by audience’ in our main navigation, and then clicked on “Seniors.” This took them to our “Never Too 

Late” page. Never Too Late is a program the BPL runs for seniors that meets on Thursdays from 

September through May. This was our only dedicated senior group, which is why the “seniors” link went 

to this page. When they got to this page, they saw something that looked like Figure 8 below. 
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Figure 8: Never Too Late page 

On the right side, there is an events feed with the upcoming Never Too Late programs listed. At the time 

of the tests, there were still Never Too Late programs happening, so the feed was full (we unfortunately 

don’t have a screenshot of the website with the full list of programs). When users arrived at this page, 

many clicked on the “View more” link on this events feed. This showed them all of the upcoming Never 

Too Late programs. While this group does have fitness classes occasionally, there were no upcoming 

fitness classes at the time, which led many users to conclude that there were no fitness classes for 

seniors. 

We realized that having the link “seniors” lead to the Never Too Late page was misleading. It led users to 

believe that it was the only senior programming we had available. While it is our only dedicated group, 

we still have plenty of classes for seniors outside of these programs. To remedy this, we created a 

Seniors landing page, like our Kids and Teens pages, that had links to the Never Too Late program, but 

more fully encompassed what the library has to offer to seniors. The page looks like the below Figure 9 

(with more content if the user scrolls down). 
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Figure 9: New Seniors Landing Page 

We published this page this right after our twelfth test. Prior to changing the website, only four out of 

twelve participants (33.33%) were able to complete the task. After we improved the website, four out of 

four participants completed the task (100%). However, 75% of those participants still had difficulty 

completing the task. While this is a small sample, it does indicate promising results. Nevertheless, we 

still need to work on improving the task so that users don’t have difficulty completing it. 

Another major issue users had that caused poor performance on this task, was that three participants 

tried to search the catalog for the events, which resulted in fitness DVDs, instead of events. Many of 

these users did not know what they had done wrong when they arrived at these results. 

Lastly, when users made it to the main events page and had to filter to find relevant results, many users 

got stuck here. Most of them were using a cell phone or tablet, so the screen was smaller. When they 

were viewing the events page, many of them did not notice the filters (on a mobile device it is a 

collapsed menu that says “refine”). Those who did notice them had difficulty seeing the “show more” 

link for the filters, so they could not find our “health /fitness” event type, as it was hidden behind the 

“show more” link. Some users didn’t see the filter option and chose to scroll through the events. Two 

participants were so overwhelmed by the total number of events that were taking place that they gave 
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up. They felt they had to scroll too much to find what they wanted. To see photos illustrating some of 

these problems, please view the Recommend Changes to the Events Platform Interface section. 

All in all, there were several roadblocks in this question that we hadn’t anticipated, which led to a poor 

performance on this task. 

Task Four: Finding Items in a Specific Format 

This task tested the user’s ability to either filter a catalog search by streaming or downloadable video 

formats or find online videos through one of our online resources. 

 43.75% of users were able to complete this task without difficulty 

 18.75% of users were able to complete the task, but with difficulty 

 37.50% of users were not able to complete the task 

 The average number of attempts a user made on this task was 1.78 

Most of the people who had trouble finishing this task were going in the right direction, but got 

confused over different parts of the interface. Two users got to where they needed to go 

(Kanopy/Hoopla card/resource, or streaming video results in the catalog), but didn’t realize they found 

it, so they went back. One user was using an older device and we found that the Kanopy and Hoopla 

cards were not displaying on their device. 

Two users struggled with the filters in the catalog. One of them was impatient, and selected the 

streaming video filter, and when nothing happened immediately, they clicked on it again, which 

unselected it. This happened several times during the course of their test. Another user ended up on the 

movies smart search, which automatically applies movies related format filters. These filters are: 

Streaming Video, DVD, Video Cassette, Blu-ray Disc, and Downloadable Video. The user saw these filters 

at the top of the screen, and clicked on “Downloadable Video,” in an effort to see only downloadable 

video results (see Figure 10 below). However, clicking on the filter resulted in the removal of that filter 

from the results, and they did not realize this. Adding to the confusion, next to the filters is a box that 

says “Active Filters” and the sliding lock graphic below it, says that filters are off. This could explain some 

of the confusion with the filters at the top of the page. Just looking at that box, it doesn’t look like any 

filters have been applied to the results. 
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Figure 10: Smart Search for Movies Results 

Two other users encountered difficulty when they clicked on the taxonomy term listed underneath the 

image of a card. They thought that the terms were links that would take them to the resource on the 

card. However, they took them to an explore page with related featured content to the term they 

selected. From there, they were confused about how they should navigate to the actual resource. To see 

photos illustrating some of these problems, please view the Recommend Clarifications on Card 

Taxonomy Displays section. After this test was concluded, we removed taxonomy terms from our static 

online resource cards across the site (including our Movies & TV page), to eliminate this kind of 

confusion where possible. 

Task Five: Finding Museum Passes 

This task tested the findability of one of our most sought after items on our website, museum passes. 

 81.25% of participants completed this task without difficulty 

 6.25% of participants completed this task with difficulty 
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 12.50% of participants were not able to complete this task 

 The average number of attempts a participant made on this task was 1.31 

The completion and attempt numbers indicate that this task is easy to complete. Of the three users who 

had difficulty completing this task, two of them had difficulty partly because they selected the 

appropriate menu in the navigation, but missed the link called “Museum Passes.” The other user 

searched the catalog for museum passes, and this led the user down a different path, that didn’t end 

successfully.  

Task Six: Finding eCard Information 

This task tested whether participants could find information on how to get an eCard. This is another 

frequently sought after item on our website. 

 81.25% of participants completed this task without difficulty 

 12.50% of participants completed this task with difficulty 

 6.25% of participants were unable to complete this task 

 Participants made an average of 1.68 attempts on this task 

Again, the above numbers look very good, and suggest that eCard information is available in an intuitive 

location for users. The three users who had difficulty with this task did not share common problems. 

One user searched our Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) for “e card” instead of “eCard” and got a 

bunch of irrelevant FAQs at the top of the search, even though we have several FAQs on eCards. This, 

we confirmed is a problem with the BiblioCommons search relevancy rankings that they provide for our 

website (separate from the catalog search). We have asked them if there is anything we or they can do 

to match “e card” searches with results that have “eCard” listed. They have stated that they are looking 

into it. Adding the space in there is a common mistake, and finding relevant information on our website 

shouldn’t require our users to spell all of our keywords perfectly.  

Another user searched the catalog for “e card” and ran into irrelevant results, because this information 

is not available in the catalog. Unfortunately they did not realize that their mechanism for searching was 

wrong, and kept trying to modify the search to get the results. The third user selected “Visit” in our top 

level navigation. Then they clicked on “About” in the main navigation. When that did not provide useful 

information, they clicked on “Books & More” in the navigation and clicked on a link in that menu. Then, 

they finally clicked on “Services” in the main menu, and found the link to eCard information. They 

completed the task, but made confusing choices in the navigation to get there. 
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Task Seven: Finding eBooks or Audiobooks 

This task tested the findability of eBooks and/or downloadable audiobooks. This is also a popular task 

for which users come to our website. 

 18.75% of participants were unable to complete this task 

 25% of participants completed this task, but with difficulty 

 56.25% of participants were able to complete this task without difficulty 

 Each participant made an average of 2.25 attempts to complete this task 

The numbers listed above indicate that there are areas for improvement, but that the task is reasonably 

findable. The problems we encountered with this task were varied, and had little in common with each 

other. Two users did have the same problem. They went to the eBooks and Audiobooks page 

(respectively), and saw the booklist cards at the top of the page. Each of them clicked a taxonomy term 

thinking it would apply a filter in a catalog search, but instead were taken to an explore page with that 

filter selected on cards, not individual items. The others got confused at various aspects of the task that 

other users did not experience. One user searched the catalog for “how to download a book,” which did 

not achieve relevant results, but they continued on, trying to refine their search. Another user clicked on 

the author link on a booklist card. That took them to that user’s profile, which confused them.  

Recommendations & Action Items 

Based on the issues that came up during the tests, we came up with a list of recommendations. These 

were chosen based on the frequency and depth of the related issue. 

Create a Dedicated Page for Seniors  

One of the major recommendations that came out of this testing was that seniors needed a dedicated 

page for them and their interests. Previously our menu items with the link text, “Seniors” led to our 

“Never Too Late” page. Never Too Late is our group for seniors that meets weekly. Its main function is to 

provide programs for seniors every week for this group. The page didn’t offer much additional 

information beyond the next scheduled programs for the group. We realized that if we want seniors to 

be able to find events that are specific to them, we needed to develop more content and pathways to 

their interests, especially since we have done that for other audiences, like kids and teens. We hoped 

users would know to go to events and filter results based on event type and audience. However, we 

discovered that users had difficulty seeing the “show more” on the event filters, so they didn’t always 
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see those filters. Since that is a part of our website that we don’t have control over, we decided to make 

a more relevant Seniors page. The new page we created links to different types of events for seniors, a 

link to our Never Too Late group, as well as booklists, blog posts, and online resources that are relevant 

to this age group. To see images illustrating this problem, refer to Figure 8 and Figure 9. 

Recommend Changes to the Events Platform Interface 

During this process, we noticed several people had issues with the events 

platform because of its design and the number of events we had. This broke 

down into a couple of components:  

1. On all types of devices, users had difficulty finding the appropriate 

filters. On a desktop they’re in the left hand side menu. Users saw the 

menu and the filters, but missed the “Show more” link below each 

category of filters (see Figure 11). So, they only saw the first five or so 

filters in any given category. To combat this, we recommend that 

BiblioCommons make the “Show more” text more visible by making it 

centered under each filter. We would also recommend doing something 

to attract the eye to it more, either by making it larger (many seniors do 

not read smaller text as easily), or bolded, or underlined, or some 

combination of those options.  

2. On a mobile device, the filters are at the top of the page. But, 

the language can be confusing. The filters say “refine,” but 

when a filter is selected, it says “clear filters.” You can see this in 

Figure 12. The change in language is confusing for users. 

Changing the language from “refine” to “filter events” would 

keep the language consistent, and draw the attention to this 

section a little more, as it clearly states its purpose. 

We would also recommend to BiblioCommons that they allow us to add 

text at the top of the page encouraging users to filter their results. The BPL puts on so many programs 

that it’s overwhelming for a user to see them, especially if they’re just browsing events. Encouragement 

to filter at the top would ideally help users who feel overwhelmed with our event listings. 

Figure 11: Event Types 
Menu 

Figure 12: Events Filter Display on 
Mobile Device 
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Recommend Changes to the Catalog Search Results Interface  

Our first task asked users to find a particular title in our catalog, and see the locations at which it was 

available. When a user searches the catalog they get a list of results that look like Figure 13 below.

 

Figure 13: View Details Language on Catalog Results 

However, six of our participants (37.5%) had difficulty with the “Available view details” text. Clicking on 

“View details” shows the availability of that item, but again, over a third of our users were confused by 

it. We recommend that the link text in be more descriptive to help users who don’t understand what it 

means from context. We recommend the language change to “Available - View availability details,” to 

explicitly state what that link does. We also recommend making that text larger (it is currently set to 

10.5 in Arial) to make it more visible for users with low vision. 
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Recommend Clarifications on Card Taxonomy Displays  

Throughout the course of our tests, at least four participants 

(25%) were confused about the taxonomy terms we have 

displayed on our cards. A lot of them didn’t realize it would 

filter only featured website content, or thought it would take 

them to the relevant page (for example if they clicked on 

eBooks, they thought it might take them to the eBooks page). 

You can see an example of what a card looks like with Figure 14. 

Beneath the description on the card, there are taxonomy terms. 

Clicking on one of these will take the user to a page where all 

cards with that term are displayed (see below). The image 

below displays the cards with the term “Downloadable 

Audiobook.” This results on this page can be further modified 

with additional taxonomy filters at the top. Clicking on one of the 

cards in Figure 15 below would take the user to that specific list, 

which include downloadable audiobook titles.  

 

Figure 15: Explore Page with Pre-selected Filter of Cards 

Figure 14: Card Display with 
Taxonomy Terms 
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However, when we asked our participants to find an available eBook or downloadable audiobook, some 

of them found a card with “eBook” or “Downloadable Audiobook” listed as a term, and clicked on that. 

When they were taken to the filtered page, they were surprised that it hadn’t taken them to a catalog 

results page with “eBook” or “Audiobook” pre-selected as a filter. We recommend to BiblioCommons 

that we be allowed to add text above the taxonomy terms saying “Find related featured content,” or 

something to that effect, to indicate that these are not filters for the content listed on the cards 

themselves (like eBooks), but rather filters of our featured content displays. To help with this on our 

end, we have stopped displaying taxonomy terms on our static card displays with online resources, 

where the goal is to get to the resource. We hope this will help users stay on their intended path during 

their time on our website. 

Update the Catalog Search No Results Found Page 

We found that many of our participants ended up searching the catalog when they should have 

searched the website. Those users didn’t seem to see the caret on our search bar, and more 

importantly, didn’t appear to know the difference between searching our catalog and the website. To 

them, they were the same thing. While educating our users on the difference is not something that can 

be easily addressed through website changes, we have some ideas. BiblioCommons gives us the ability 

to customize our “no results found” page in our catalog. When our participants accidentally searched 

our catalog for content that was on our website, often they would get a “nothing found” page in the 

catalog. The page they got would look something like Figure 16 below. 

 

Figure 16: Nothing Found Search Results Page 

This search result led users to believe there was no information on the website (because they didn’t 

know that they weren’t searching the website), and the only suggestion here was to search the Metro 

Boston Library Catalog (located in the bottom left and top right), which would not yield any better 

results, and move the user further away from the BPL website. 
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Now, we have been able to add in the following text, “You searched our catalog and didn’t get any 

results. Did you mean to search one of these? 

 Our calendar of events 

 Our Frequently Asked Questions  

 Our website (for online resources, blogs, news, hours & locations, our services, and more) – just 

use the drop down menu above to change your search to the website.” 

 

The search results page looks like Figure 17 below: 

 

Figure 17: Updated No Results Found Search Results Page 

We were hoping to have a URL that would lead a user to a blank search box for searching the website, 

but BiblioCommons does not have such a URL. We have suggested it, so hopefully one will be available 

in the future. Ideally, the new text would also be larger than it currently is, so that it is more prominently 

featured, but this is a restriction we ran into when modifying this page with BiblioCommons. Again, this 

does not address educating users on the difference between searching the website and the catalog, but 

we hope it will help some users who have accidentally searched the catalog, to recognize their mistake 

and learn from it going forward.  

Recommend Making Search Carets Bolder 

We also recommend that BiblioCommons make the carets on the search bar larger and bolder, to 

indicate to users before they make a catalog search that there are other options. The current search 

arrows are a little on the smaller side and in a light color (see Figure 18 below).  

https://bpl.bibliocommons.com/events/search/index
https://www.bpl.org/faqs/
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Figure 18: Search Bar Display 

 For many users it may be enough to indicate that that there are other options, but many of our seniors 

just didn’t register it as an option; 85.71% of users who attempted to search for something not on the 

catalog (rather than browse) did not see it. We hope making this change this will help users take notice 

of their search options before they search, and select the right one. 

Look Into Additional Ways to Educate Users about How to Use the Website 

This study demonstrated that many users have confusion over certain distinctions on our website. While 

we certainly hope that the recommended changes make a positive impact, we should explore having 

some information in our Frequently Asked Questions to help users with some of these common 

frustrations and confusions with the website. One such example would be explaining the difference in 

what content is available in the catalog versus the website, so users can make more informed search 

choices. 

Conclusion 

Based on the results of this study, we can conclude the website is sufficiently serving the needs of the 

senior population. However, there is also much room for improvement. While we have taken action on 

the two out of the seven recommendation items listed in the section above, we will need the help of 

BiblioCommons to work on four of the remaining recommendations. The last recommendation, looking 

into additional ways to educate users on our website differences, is something we, at the BPL, are 

currently working on. Once all of these changes have taken place, further testing should be done to 

ensure the problems are appropriately addressed with these fixes. Additionally, we recommend regular 

usability testing on the website as it changes to ensure that we are not ignoring or creating problems. 

This testing should happen in conjunction with special groups, including older adults. 
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Appendix 
Table 3: Weighted Scores Based on Frequency of Activity 

Frequency Send 
and 
receive 
email 

Read 
news 
items on 
websites 

Research 
health 
information 
such as 
conditions, 
treatments, 
or drugs on 
websites 

Buy 
products 
online 

Play 
games 
alone or 
with 
others 
on 
websites 

Pay 
bills on 
a 
website 

Never 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Once per 
month 

1 1 3 5 5 15 

Once per 
week 

5 5 5 15 10 25 

Daily 25 25 30 30 30 30 

Several 
times a 
day 

30 30 30 30 30 30 

 


